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Leeward Community College 
2014 Annual Report of Instructional Program Data

Tutoring Services
Program did not provide date of the last comprehensive review.

Program Description

INTRODUCTION

The mission of the Learning Resource Center (LRC) is to help students succeed in their courses; help students become better learners; help
students at all levels of ability and preparation; provide LRC student employees with opportunities for personal and professional
development; provide students with a comfortable, supportive, and attractive learning environment; and assist faculty by providing
supplemental teaching materials and support services.

Description of LRC Tutoring Program:

The Learning Resource Center’s peer tutoring program includes two different tutoring services, Writing Consulting and Content Tutoring.
Since the opening of Leeward’s Learning Commons in August 2012, these services are now delivered in separate locations, the Writing
Center and the LRC.

Writing Consultants (WCs) assist students with writing assignments for any subject, at any stage of the writing process.  They also assist with
scholarship essays and college success skills, including reading, note taking, and time management.  Writing consultants work with individual
students by appointment and on a walk-in basis, as well as online (via Skype), by telephone, and, working as a team, assisting students in
small groups in in-class workshops (ICWs). Writing consultants also offer various workshops, including Focused Workshops (FWs) for small
groups on topics like Sentence Errors, Verb Tense, and Time Management; scholarship workshops for Native Hawaiian students in Halau ‘Ike
o Pu’uloa; and a COMPASS brush-up program.

Content tutors (CTs) assist students with content courses across the curriculum.  Tutoring is offered for diverse subjects in business, computer
skills, humanities, social science, and sciences.  Most content tutoring is one-to-one, but various group sessions are offered, including weekly
language conversation groups (since Fall 2009) led by native speaker tutors or volunteers; review sessions before exams for social science and
science courses; and large workshops on science success skills led by teams of science tutors. Drop-in tutoring outside the LRC has been
offered since Fall 2010 in science study areas; more recently, drop-in and in-class tutoring has been offered for a wider range of courses using
grant funds.

Other Leeward CC tutoring: 
Math tutoring is not offered by the LRC and is not funded through Academic Support; it is offered by the Math Lab, part of the Math &
Science Division.  Tutoring at LCC-Wai’anae is funded through that campus’ budget and overseen by LCC-W personnel.  Math tutoring for
DevEd courses is included in the metrics for this report, but other Math and Wai’anae tutoring are not included in this report.  

Part I. Quantitative Indicators

Overall Program Health: Not Yet Applied
 

Student and Faculty Information Program Year  11-12 12-13 13-14
1 Annual Unduplicated Student Headcount 10,050 10,050 10,187

 2 Annual FTE Faculty 186 186 194
2a Annual FTE Staff 187 194 206
3 Annual FTE Student 4,289 4,345 4,272

 

Demand Indicators Program Year Demand Health Call11-12 12-13 13-14

4 Unduplicated number of students tutored in
one-on-one sessions per student FTE 0.3 0.3 0.5 Healthy

5 Unduplicated students enrolled in Dev/Ed
classes who were tutored per number of

  0.1 0.2
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students enrolled in Dev/Ed classes
 

Efficiency Indicators Program Year Efficiency Health Call11-12 12-13 13-14

6 Tutor contact hours per tutor paid hours in
one-on-one sessions   0.73 .500

Healthy7 Duplicated number of students tutored in
groups per tutor paid hours   7.82 .23

8 Tutoring Budget per student contact hours   $43 $40
 

Effectiveness Indicators Program Year Effectiveness Health Call11-12 12-13 13-14

9 Students who receive tutoring should pass their tutored
course 1 83 79

Not Yet Applied

Community College Survey of Student Engagement
(CCSSE)

Survey Year
2010 2012 2014

10 4.h. Tutored or taught other students
  Mean 1.38 1.39 1.47
  Very Often 3.1% 3.7% 2.7%
  Often 5.0% 5.3% 7.4%
  Sometimes 18.4% 18.6% 19.6%
  Never 73.5% 72.5% 70.3%

11 13.1.d. Frequency of using peer or other tutoring
  Mean 1.59 1.49 1.65
  Often 11.6% 12.7% 11.4%
  Sometimes 23.6% 24.6% 26.5%
  Rarely/Never 44.8% 42.9% 44.5%
  N/A 20.0% 19.8% 17.8%

12 13.2.d. Satisfaction with peer or other tutoring
  Mean 2.37 2.19 2.38
  Very 27.2% 28.5% 27.2%
  Somewhat 24.7% 22.2% 28.9%
  Not At All 5.9% 7.7% 4.8%
  N/A 42.2% 41.6% 39.0%

13 13.3.d. Importance of peer or other tutoring
  Mean 2.29 2.15 2.33
  Very 48.5% 52.3% 45.9%
  Somewhat 32.2% 31.7% 36.5%
  Not At All 19.4% 16.0% 17.7%

14 13.1.e. Frequency of using skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 1.62 1.74 1.76
  Often 12.9% 12.7% 18.5%
  Sometimes 24.9% 24.6% 24.8%
  Rarely/Never 44.7% 42.9% 40.3%
  N/A 17.5% 19.8% 16.4%

15 13.2.e. Satisfaction with skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 2.35 2.29 2.39
  Very 27.0% 27.8% 28.5%
  Somewhat 28.0% 24.1% 29.9%
  Not At All 5.7% 6.8% 7.2%
  N/A 39.3% 41.3% 34.4%

16 13.3.e. Importance of skill labs - writing, math, etc.
  Mean 2.36 2.23 2.43
  Very 52.8% 52.8% 53.2%
  Somewhat 30.1% 32.9% 32.1%
  Not At All 17.1% 14.3% 14.7%

Last Updated: February 15, 2015
 

Glossary

https://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/arpd/docs/2014_Academic_Support_Services_Tutoring_Glossary.pdf
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Part II. Analysis of the Program

Results of prior year’s action plans: 
Continue to expand group support services. [pre-exam reviews] 
LRC continued to offer review sessions before exams for Biochemistry, General and Organic Chemistry, and Psychology. A number of factors
affect scheduling of these sessions, including tutor availability, room availability, sufficient time to arrange a room, and student and faculty
interest. The number of sessions and subjects remained approximately the same as in the prior year.

Improve LRC publicity. 
The greatest improvement was in better publicizing the Computer Skills Support (CSS) offered by LRC tutors beginning in Fall 2014. CSS
supports students who aren’t taking a computer course still need help with software such as MS Office, Laulima or even basic email
functions. With improved publicity (signage, email, handouts), more students are using this service. Both LRC and Writing Center publicize
services through various means: campus and classroom signage, emails to instructors, bookmarks, business cards, and class visits by tutors.

Expand in-class tutoring. 
For AY2014-15, the LRC received a mini-grant from the Student Success Committee enabling us to extend our tutoring outside the LRC to
include both weekly in-class tutoring (approximately 18 class sections in six disciplines in Fall 2014, 19 class sections in eight disciplines so
far in Spring 2015) and also drop-in tutoring for more subjects (ICS, EE, Physics).  These services have been well received by both students
and faculty and provide tutoring support to students who might not seek help from the LRC, but can certainly benefit from it.

Include science peer mentors in tutor training. 
In Spring 2014, seven science peer mentors employed by the Math & Science division were included in LRC tutor training.

Develop Strategies to “Scale Up” the COMPASS Brush-Up program. 
In Summer/Spring 2014, the Writing Center developed a series of workshop modules focused on writing, reading, and college success skills.
These Focused Workshops (FWs) have been used for COMPASS Brush-Up sessions as well as for review sessions for students during the
academic year.

Demand: 
With high enrollment, expanded/diversified services, and the attractive setting of the Learning Commons, demand for both LRC and Writing
Center services increased significantly in 2013-14. The percentage of FTE students using one-to-one tutoring increased from 28% to 48%.

Note that the Demand figure cited above does not include all tutoring services: LRC drop-in tutoring and in-class tutoring are not part of this
figure. Tracking use of services provided outside the LRC is challenging, but we are doing a better job of it this year and so at least some of
these services should be included in next year’s report.

The Writing Center again provided support for courses in every division on campus, including Professional Arts and Technology, Math &
Science, and Business Technology. Student from approximately 100 different courses met with writing consultants in individual sessions
every semester. While the number of unduplicated students in in-class workshops decreased significantly (due in part to perhaps a more
accurate record-keeping as well as to the smaller class sizes of some of the classes served), the number of unduplicated students in individual
sessions increased -- providing some basis for seeing a healthy demand directly from students. While in-class tutoring provides direct
curriculum support, the individual and group sessions which the students voluntarily attend may serve as a more accurate gauge of
engagement and student demand. 

Thus, it seems fair to consider the demand for tutoring services as Healthy.

Last year, the reported percentage of DevEd students using tutoring was 10%, in contrast to this year’s figure of 20%. The percentages of
these two years, however, are not comparable: the methodology of calculating the percentages has been revised and tutoring for DevEd Math
courses has been included. The use of the Emporium model in Math, the reduction in class size in the ALP model in English, and the use of
the LA computer lab as an Emporium-style writing lab provide far more one-on-one instructor-student interaction than the traditional lecture
format. This increased individualized support from instructors may impact demand for tutoring for DevEd students.

The continuing increase of online instruction may also continue to impact demand for face-to-face tutoring on campus:  With nearly 20% of
Leeward’s classes being delivered online, there is a reduction in the amount of time that students are required to be on campus to attend
classes and an increase in the number of students who are not on campus at all. While both the LRC and the Writing Center offer support
online and/or by phone, the vast majority of services are provided face-to-face on campus. Moreover, the investment of the campus and the
UHCC system in third-party online tutoring services, such as Brainfuse, may also impact demand.

Finally, the decreasing enrollment may also be a factor impacting demand. Prior years have had record student enrollments, but the
exponential increases in enrollment have flattened and Spring 2015 has seen a system-wide decrease in enrollment.

Efficiency: 
The efficiency figures this year are not directly comparable to last year's. The glossary does not clearly define whether "tutor paid hours" for
indicators 6 and 7 should be paid hours for individual and group tutoring, respectively, or whether both measures should be looking at total
paid hours.  Leeward’s Office of Policy, Planning, and Assessment (OPPA) advised using the latter definition for both measures. Thus, the
figures show that approximately 50% of total paid hours were spent for individual tutoring sessions, and approximately 23% of total paid
hours were spent for group tutoring sessions, including in-class workshops, language groups, review sessions, and drop-in tutoring outside the
LRC. When combined, these two indicators show that nearly three-quarters of tutors' paid time was spent in actual contacts with students.
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This figure, however, does not tell the whole story. For tutoring services, efficiency really means that tutors are spending their time
productively, with a large portion of it spent actually working directly with students. Time spent tutoring will never approach 100% of paid
time, for a number of reasons:

No shows: Students come late or miss appointments, and waiting time (up to 15 minutes) cannot be used to tutor other students. In the
Writing Center, the rest of the appointment time may be used for walk-ins if they happen to appear; in any case, the writing consultant
remains on duty, and in pay status. In the LRC, the tutor may choose to use the time for other tutoring-related study, and get paid for the
entire appointment time.
Drop-in availability: Nearly half the individual sessions in the Writing Center are drop-in sessions; and this availability of “just in time”
support is in keeping with current theory, but will inevitably lead to some open slots. The Writing Center staff uses these open slots for
documentation, preparation, training, and other tutoring-focused activities.
Time spent documenting tutoring sessions: Both LRC and Writing Center staff are required to document their sessions; this information
is sent to instructors (with the student’s permission).
Preparation time: Both centers offer workshops, which require preparation for the sessions to be effective. Some tutors may also meet
with instructors to clarify assignments and expectations, or occasionally sit in on a class to get a better sense of an instructor's
expectations.
Training time: in keeping with best practices for tutoring programs and research on what makes tutoring effective, both centers provide
extensive training to tutoring staff. While this is not time spent doing tutoring, it is essential to ensure tutors are prepared with the
requisite skills and knowledge to tutor well.

The last efficiency measure, the cost per hour for tutoring, is slightly lower than last year; this is likely due to the increase in amount of group
tutoring.

Given the above, it seems reasonable to view tutoring efficiency as Healthy.

Effectiveness:

The above metric indicates that tutoring has made a substantial contribution to student success as measured by final course grade. In contrast
to the 78.8% success rate of students who received individual tutoring, the success rate of those who did not receive tutoring in the same
courses was 72.06%.  While it is impossible to attribute the higher success rates for the students who used tutoring entirely to their use of the
service, it is reasonable to assert that tutoring was a factor in their success.

Students Using Individual Tutoring for Summer 2013, Fall 2013, and Spring 2014

Tutored Y/N A,B,C % A,B,C D,F,W % D,F,W Total of ABC-DFW

Y 1364 78.80% 367 21.20% 1731

N 18104 72.06% 7018 27.94% 25122

Grand Total 19468 72.50% 7385 27.50% 26853

This report assumes that tutoring is effective. Current research on best practices indicates that supplementing instruction and increasing
levels of student engagement contribute to student success.  The LRC and Writing Center implement those best practices by providing
individual and small-group peer tutoring that incorporates guidance on study skills, time management, and available college resources. Tutor
training supplements tutors’ prior knowledge of the latter areas to maximize their positive impact on the students they work with.

The effectiveness of LRC and Writing Center tutoring is increased by the relatively strong demand, range, and penetration of the services.
In the LRC and Writing Center, students received assistance with a large number of courses – 266 in Fall 2013 and 246 in Spring 2014.
Through one-on-one tutoring, drop-in tutoring in study areas where students gather, in-class tutoring, and a variety of other group supports,
many students are able to engage with their more expert peers (tutors), with the course material, and with the college itself.

Evidence of tutoring effectiveness 
Students’ actions and words provide evidence of their satisfaction with tutoring services. When students access tutoring repeatedly, it’s clear
that they consider it to be worth their time. (Significantly, about 23% of students visited a tutor for the same subject three or more times.)
Students’ feedback on surveys is another indication that tutoring is a beneficial experience for them.

LRC services: 
Individual tutoring: Tutors give students a feedback form at the end of every tutoring session. In Summer 2013 - Spring 2014, 1048 survey
responses were recorded for LRC. In all cases, the average score per question was 4.9 or 5.0, with 5 as “strongly agree” for all statements,
including “The tutor improved my understanding of the subject,” and “Today's session was a positive and helpful experience.”  Typical
comments include:  Learned more than what I came in for.  •   [Tutor] was able to use real life examples to explain the subject so I could have
a better understanding. •  She makes learning easier.
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Group tutoring: 
Success rates for group tutoring were not included in the Effectiveness measure cited above, because not all group or in-class tutoring was
tracked; we did, however track and assess success related to participation in review sessions and conversation groups. Success rates of
students using these services were very high:

STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN GROUP TUTORING

Semester Tutored Y/N ABC % A,B,C DFW % D,F,W Total ABC-DFW

Fall 2013
Y 137 85.63% 23 14.38% 160

N 905 70.54% 378 29.46% 1283

Spring 2014
Y 104 85.95% 17 14.05% 121

N 817 72.69% 307 27.31% 1124

As with individual tutoring, many factors can influence success, including intangibles like motivation; however, it seems likely that working
in a group with a tutor and other peers was a contributing factor in these students’ success.  The impact of the language groups, which involve
about 95 participants per semester, in promoting learning and student engagement is evidenced by feedback comments such as these:

The game we played was really helpful in remembering vocabulary.  •  Very positive atmosphere and chance to ask questions.  •  We shared
common interests and bonded more.  •  Great pronunciation activity!

Tutoring outside the LRC: In-class and drop-in. 
The LRC has offered weekly in-class tutoring using grant funds for a few semesters (spring 2013, spring 2014, and now in AY2014-15).  For
more information, see the Data Supporting Increase in Base Funding for LRC in the Resource Request.

Writing Center services: 
Student feedback from individual sessions and group in-class workshops demonstrates high levels of engagement and satisfaction as students
interacted with peers providing the Writing Center services.

Students in individual sessions strongly agreed they were able to ask questions and talk about what they wanted to talk about and the writing
consultant understood and responded to those concerns. They also strongly agreed that working with the writing consultant helped them to
improve their writing and/or their understanding of the work discussed.  They also strongly agreed that working with the writing consultant
helped them plan how to continue to work independently on their essays.  The level of agreement was extraordinarily high:  on a five-point
scale, with 5 = strongly agree and 1 = strongly disagree, the average of all 2,727 responses was above 4.9.

Student feedback about in-class workshops was similarly positive.  Students strongly agreed that working with the writing consultants helped
them improve their papers, understand the work discussed, and how to continue working independently.  On a five-point scale, responses
averaged above 4.5.

Faculty feedback about in-class workshops was similarly positive: faculty strongly  agreed that the in-class workshops provided a valuable
collaborative learning experience for their students and valuable academic support of instruction (semester response averages ranged from 4.6
to 5.0).

Peer tutoring has multiple benefits for students: they develop confidence, master course material, and bond with their peers. Tutors also
benefit, improving their knowledge of the subject and communication skills. Instructors and the college benefit when students succeed and
persist in their studies. Both quantitative and qualitative evidence confirm that peer tutoring is an effective service and a worthy investment
for the college.

Part III. Action Plan

ACTION PLANS AND SUMMARY ASSESSMENT: 
In the nearly three years since “the old LRC” moved into the Learning Commons, subdividing into LRC (content tutoring) and Writing
Center, each service area has continued to develop its own identity. Each has established, distinctive programs – in-class and focused
workshops, Skype tutoring, conversation groups, science success workshops – that provide both breadth and depth of support. As already
stated, LRC and Writing Center tutoring are found to be Healthy in regard to Demand, Efficiency, and Effectiveness. Accordingly, our action
plan for the coming year can be summed up as

Continue to provide and assess diverse, peer-delivered academic support services that meet current student and campus needs
Respond to new student and campus needs as they emerge.
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Our ability to maintain services and respond to emerging needs will depend, to some extent, on the resources available to us. Much of
the increase in quantity and scope of tutoring delivered in recent years has been accomplished with special funding separate from our base
budgets. Similarly, the Writing Center Assistant, also paid from special funds, has provided important support for center operations that
include complex scheduling. Without continued funding at this level, LRC and Writing Center services will need to be reduced.

One additional Action Plan item:

Make improvements in methods of data collection and storage that will streamline the process of gathering, retrieving, and analyzing
data. This should include an effort to codify or summarize the process for future reference.

Part IV. Resource Implications

OVERALL DIVISION/UNIT/AREA PRIORITIES FOR OPERATING BUDGETS (This category includes Supplies, Student Help,
Technology, Equipment/Furniture, and Travel/Professional Development)

Priority Item or Action and
improvement sought

College,
Program, or
Unit Goal

Data supporting
request from
ARPD

New Funding Cost
Estimate

If new funding not
available:
Possibilities for
Extramural
Funding or
Reallocation

1.

Increase in base funding for
LRC plus increase to cover 6%
increase in student pay scale

 
Goal A: Native
Hawaiian
Student Success

Goal B: All
Student Success

See next 2 pages

 LRC $7500 + $450 =
$7950

   (35% of requested
increase)

 WC $14,100 + $900 =
$15,000

   (65% of requested
increase)

TOTAL $20,670

If funding isn't
available, a
reduction in
services will 
result.Increase in base funding for

Writing Center plus increase to
cover 6% increase in student
pay scale

2.
Increase in current funding
level to cover 6% increase in
student pay scale: LRC,
Writing Center, KI

Goal B: All
Student Success

Goal E:
sustainability
(maintain level
of services)

Information from
Admin Services
about planned
increases in
student pay scale

LRC $1045 (current base =
$17,418)

WC 2029 (current base =
$33,812)

KI   1620 (current base =
$27,000)

TOTAL $4694

If funding isn't
available, a
reduction in
services will 
result.

DATA SUPPORTING INCREASE IN BASE FUNDING FOR LRC 
For the past several years, as funding has been available, the LRC has extended tutoring services outside the center:

When Tutoring type Subjects Funding source

since

Fall 2010
drop-in, 
in science study areas

Sciences: General Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Anatomy &
Physiology (total 8 courses)

regular LRC budget;
approx. 20 hrs/wk total

Spring 2013 in-class (weekly) ACC 124 & 201 Perkins grant

Spring 2014 in-class (weekly) ACC 124, 125, 201, BUS 101 
piloted for ICS 113, 151 and French 101

Student Success mini-
grant; approx. 14 class
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sections

Fall 2014 & Spring
2015 in-class (weekly)

ACC 124, 125, 201
computer-based courses (BUS101, ICS110, Art112,
113D)
beginning languages (French, Korean, Hawaiian,
Spanish, Chinese)

Student Success mini-
grant; approx. 37 class
sections over two
semesters

Fall 2014 & Spring
2015 drop-in, in classrooms

ICS111, 211, others; EE150
Physics (through 170)
Biology 172

Student Success mini-
grant; approx. 4.5 hrs.wk
in fall, 6 hrs/wk in spring

Spring 2015 weekly problem-solving
sessions Chemistry 161, 162 2 hrs/wk

Benefits for students include:

Students get just-in-time help when and where they are doing their work.
Students who are hesitant to make appointments can still get help.
Students can get comfortable with tutor, may then seek additional help in LRC.
Tutor often works with multiple students, providing cost-effective services.

Benefits for instructors include:

A tutor in the classroom offers additional support; either tutor or instructor can provide extra help to students who need it.
With a tutor to help, instructor can design more interactive activities that engage students and give opportunities to practice skills.

Survey responses to extended tutoring services

Average faculty responses re: in-class tutoring in Spring and Fall 2014 included: (5-point scale) 
• Having an in-class tutor helps me to teach more efficiently: 4.4    • I am satisfied with the performance of my in-class tutor: 4.75

Faculty comments on in-class tutoring include:

When I demonstrate a project in which I would like to have students follow along, the tutor helps them keep up with the demo.
(BUS101)
It was great to have [the tutor]... help answer questions students were having, as sometimes I'd be helping [another] student... (ICS113)
[Tutor] has been a pleasure to have in class. He knows when to step in & has contributed positively to students' learning process.
(ACC125)
I had to modify my teaching style to more learner-centered one, which was good. (KOR101)

Average student responses for Fall 2014 survey in-class tutoring (108 responses) included:

The tutor helped to improve my knowledge and skills for this course: 3.6 (out of 4)
Having a tutor in the class has given me a better chance to complete this course successfully: 3.6 (out of 4)

Student comments on in-class tutoring include:

Best tutor ever! I even scheduled appointments with her for help as well. (ACC)
Our tutor... was great.  He helped me and the students sitting all around me during nearly every class period. ... I felt very comfortable
asking our tutor for help... (ICS)
A tutor in class is great. It gives the students someone to talk to, to break things down in a way a student would understand... (French)

======================================================================================================

DATA SUPPORTING INCREASE IN BASE FUNDING FOR WRITING CENTER

Since 2008-09, the LRC/Writing Center has received increasing amounts of funding to supplement the base budget for writing support; these
funds were originally earmarked for Developmental Education, but for the past five years have been funded through the Student Success
Committee.  We are seeking to institutionalize these funds.

These additional funds have been essential for the substantial growth in services provided by the Writing Center; this trend is reflected in the
increase in individual visits and total students served, and when viewing ENG100 (the ultimate gatekeeper course) as a benchmark. (These
figures are for fall semesters, but the trend is the same whether for fall or spring.)
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  All individual sessions with writing consultants English 100 sessions

  Total sessions Students tutored
(unduplicated headcount) Total sessions Students tutored

(unduplicated headcount)

Fall 2010 774 410 120 75

Fall 2011 832 401 115 76

Fall 2012 1273 644 250 113

Fall 2013 1445 772 341 173

Fall 2014 1371 640 265 133

Analysis: From 2010 - 2014, there has been a 77% increase in fall semester individual visits to writing consultants and a 56% increase in
number of students served; for ENG100 alone, the increase in visits is 120% and 77% more students were served.  It is clear that these
dramatic increases would not have been possible without the additional funds received. This does not even include the large numbers of
classes and students served through the In-Class Workshops, which bring tutoring services to literally thousands of students who would not
otherwise access them.

PERSONNEL (Positions and Release time)

Priority Item or Action and
improvement sought

College,
Program, or
Unit Goal

Data supporting request from
ARPD

New Funding
Cost Estimate

If new funding not
available: Possibilities
for Extramural
Funding or
Reallocation

1. Writing Center
Assistant (Casual hire)

 

Goal A: Native
Hawaiian
Student Success

Goal B: All
Student Success

Goal E:
sustainability
(maintain level
of services)

This position has been funded with
Student Success Committee funding
for AY2013-14 and 2014-15; we are
seeking to institutionalize it.

In AY 2012-13 and AY 2013-
14, approximately 1,500 - 2,000
students each semester—
approximately 20 - 25% of Leeward’s
total student enrollment—used
Writing Center services for support in
courses from every instructional
division. 

To maximize accessibility to
Leeward's diverse student body
population, Writing Center services
have been available to students
approximately 50 hours per week,
including weekend and evening
hours. 

Services are delivered by approx. 13
peer writing consultants in a variety
of formats:  individual sessions (in-
person, online, or by phone during
weekdays and evening and weekend
hours) and group sessions.
Organizing, scheduling, and
administering this diverse set of
programs while training and

$11,628

 

46 wks @19
hrs/wk (17
wks/semester
plus 12 weeks
summer) x $18
(approx)/hr
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supervising the consultants and
communicating with a multitude of
faculty requires a great deal of time;
having this support position has
enabled the Writing Center to
continue to meet increasing demand
for services while maintaining a high
standard for effectiveness.

REPAIR and MAINTENANCE (R&M)

Priority Item or Action and
improvement sought

College,
Program, or
Unit Goal

Data supporting request from
ARPD

New Funding
Cost Estimate

If new funding not
available: Possibilities
for Extramural
Funding or
Reallocation

1.

Security assessment of
the Learning
Commons to identify
deficiencies and
determine appropriate
measures to address
them.  Funding
provided to address
immediate concerns
involving equipment
and staff training.  

 

Strategic Plan
Goal E.1

 

Goal B (all
Student Success)

 

More traffic, overcrowding, and
changes in the use of the facility has
increased the need for staff
intervention to actively manage
inappropriate behaviors.  Two fights
occurred between students and non-
students in Fall 2014 requiring
intervention by campus security and
HPD.  

 
 

Increased demand for services in the
Learning Commons.  Circulation
increased 37% from 2013 to 2014. 
Total circulation was 23,074 in 2013
and 31,679 in 2014.

Summer 2015 --
Inspection and
assessment of
Learning
Commons (a) to
identify security
concerns and
needs and (b) to
develop a written
plan and budget
for addressing
such concerns and
meeting such
needs   -- $5,000

 

Fall 2015 - Spring
2016 -- Begin
implementation of
plan with initial
budget of $10,000
for staff training
and facility
improvements and
supplies.

 

 

 

Program Student Learning Outcomes

No Program Student Learning Outcomes were entered by the program.

 


